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Abstract. Speci®c type of energetic electron precipitation
accompanied by a sharp increase in trapped energetic
electron ¯ux are found in the data obtained from low-
altitude NOAA satellites. These strongly localized
variations of the trapped and precipitated energetic
electron ¯ux have been observed in the evening sector
near the plasmapause during recovery phase of magnetic
storms. Statistical characteristics of these structures as
well as the results of comparison with proton precipi-
tation are described. We demonstrate the spatial coin-
cidence of localized electron precipitation with cold
plasma gradient and whistler wave intensi®cation mea-
sured on board the DE-1 and Aureol-3 satellites. A
simultaneous localized sharp increase in both trapped
and precipitating electron ¯ux could be a result of
signi®cant pitch-angle isotropization of drifting elec-
trons due to their interaction via cyclotron instability
with the region of sharp increase in background plasma
density.

Key words. Ionosphere (particle precipitation; wave-
particle interaction) Magnetospheric Physics
(plasmasphere)

1 Introduction

Various types of localized in latitude precipitation have
been observed and studied among the di�erent types of
energetic electronprecipitation related tomagnetic storms
and substorms. The ground-based data revealed such
phenomena as a narrow band of riometer absorption

during the substorm growth phase, absorption bursts in
the evening sector related to the IPDP events, and a
narrow band of anomalous absorption in the evening
sector at the equatorial boundary of the eastward
electrojet (e.g. Ranta et al., 1981; Pikkarainen et al.,
1986; Besprozvannaya et al., 1991). Ground-based
observations have shown that typically these kinds of
precipitation are observed in the evening-night sector,
they have a latitudinal scale of <1±2°, their longitudinal
extension can be as large as tens of degrees, and their
lifetime is some tens of minutes.

Di�erent types of localized energetic electron precip-
itation from the inner magnetosphere in the evening
sector have also been selected from the data of low-
altitude satellite observations (e.g. Vampola, 1971;
Thorne and Andreoli, 1980; Imhof et al., 1986; Nak-
amura et al., 1995). In particular, Imhof et al. (1986)
considered the electron precipitation spikes that were
registered in the narrow L-shell range near the plasma-
pause. Sometimes the precipitation was registered nearly
simultaneously on board di�erent satellites spaced tens
of degrees in longitude apart. Duration of the relativistic
electron precipitation bursts varies from <1 s to 10±
30 s (Imhof et al., 1986, 1991, 1992; Nakamura et al.,
1995)

Thorne and Kennel (1971) suggested a mechanism
for the relativistic electron precipitation in the evening
and night sectors near the plasmapause. The precipita-
tion from the radiation belt was thought to be related to
the electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. Those waves
are generated as a result of overlapping of the ring
current protons and the plasmasphere that occurs
during the main phase of the magnetic storm. According
to Thorne and Kennel (1971) the presence of the proton
precipitation is expected during the relativistic electron
precipitation. But, as shown by Imhof et al. (1986),
localized precipitation of electrons from the inner part
of the radiation belt correlates with the proton precip-
itation spikes only in 31% of the observed events.

Most of the experimental and theoretical papers men-
tioned were devoted to localized relativistic electron
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precipitation. In this work, we report and discuss a
speci®c phenomenon of the latitudinally localized
evening-side precipitation of the main component of
the outer radiation belt electrons (E >30 keV). This
phenomenon has been found in the energetic particle
measurements data obtained from the low-altitude
NOAA satellites. We selected cases of localized pre-
cipitation of energetic electrons observed in close
relation to sharp enhancement of the trapped energetic
electron ¯ux. We studied the morphological character-
istics of these particle precipitation structures as well as
their relation to magnetic activity. In addition we
considered the relationship between the precipitation
structures and cold plasma gradients on board other
satellites.

Recently, Trakhtengerts et al. (1996) and Pasmanik
et al. (1997) attributed the localized precipitation of
energetic electrons in the evening sector to the whistler
cyclotron interaction in the region of the sharp gradient
of the cold plasma density. Such an interaction of the
drifting energetic electrons with the density gradient is
expected near the ``tongue'' of the cold plasma formed in
the evening/afternoon sector during the recovery phase
of magnetic storm. Our analysis of characteristics of the
studied precipitation events shows rather good agree-
ment with these predictions.

2 Observational results

The NOAA spacecraft are low-altitude (850 km)
satellites with polar near-circular orbits. The satellites
are equipped with an MEPED instrument for measuring
particles with energy of >30 keV (Hill et al., 1985). The
instrument has two detectors oriented approximately
(when the satellite is at L >3) one along and another
perpendicularly to the magnetic ®eld. Thus, it can
measure both trapped (at the satellite's altitude) and
precipitating particles. The MEPED instrument mea-
sures the energetic electron in three channels (>30 keV,
>100 keV, and >300 keV) with a time resolution of
2 s.

Looking through the MEPED instrument data we
noted a particular phenomenon shown in Fig.1 both in
logarithmic and linear scales. (The linear scale data are
presented to emphasize the structure of trapped popu-
lation.) The phenomenon is a sharp gradient in the
trapped energetic electron ¯ux (Jtr) which is observed
near the latitude of the maximal trapped population
intensity. The gradient of the trapped electron ¯ux is
characterized by ¯ux increase of several times when the
satellite latitude increases only by 0.1±0.2°. Because of
sharpness of the ¯ux variation we named this feature a
``cli� ''. Simultaneously with the cli� the burst-like
enhancement in the precipitation ¯ux (Jpr) is seen in
the localized latitudinal region.

We present some statistical characteristics of these
phenomena. For the statistical study we used the NOAA
data obtained from the periods of 01±10 August 1979
(TIROS-N), 11±31 August 1979 (TIROS-N, NOAA-6),
01±10 May 1980 (NOAA-6), 21±30 November 1981

(NOAA-6, NOAA-7). For the statistics we selected
those cli� events in which the trapped ¯ux increased
>1.5 times on a latitudinal scale 0.1±0.2°. In all, 114
events have been considered. The data shows that the
maximal increase of the ¯ux in the cli� was not more
than six fold. The trapped ¯ux gradient in the cli� was
always directed poleward. The cli� and localized
precipitation were mostly observed at energies
>30 keV. Sometimes the phenomenon was simulta-
neously observed at energies >100 and >300 keV, but
at these energies it was less pronounced. Thus, the
characteristics described in this study were obtained
using the data from the detector measuring >30 keV
electrons.
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Fig. 1. Example of phenomenon studied in this study. The NOAA
satellite data are shown in logarithmic (top) and linear (bottom) scales
to emphasize the structure of both the precipitation burst and sharp
increase in the trapped ¯ux
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One of the main characteristics of particle precipita-
tion is the relationship between the intensities of the
precipitating and trapped ¯uxes (Jpr/Jtr) characterizing
the anisotropy of the particle pitch-angle distribution. In
Fig. 2 this relation is shown. In general, the relation is
less than 1, although the tendency to grow is clearly seen
when Jtr increases.

Figure 3a, b presents the dependence of the cli� event
observations on MLT and latitude. The MLT depen-
dence exhibits a clear maximum in the evening sector. In
fact 92 events (80.7%) were observed at 16±22 MLT. In
general the cli� and related precipitation bursts were
observed at the invariant latitudes 60 � 3°, although
some dependence of latitude on MLT is also found. To
illustrate this dependence we considered the events of
simultaneous observations of the cli� by two longitudi-
nally separated satellites. We found six pairs of satellite
passes when the time di�erence between observations of
the phenomenon in di�erent longitudinal sectors was as
small as 2±22 min. Table 1 summarizes the data on
spatial locations of the cli�s observed during these
passes. In Fig. 4 those data are plotted, and MLT and
latitude of simultaneous observations of the cli� are
marked by the same symbols and connected by lines.
For all those events we found that the satellite situated
at later MLT observed the cli� at lower latitude. This
tendency is con®rmed also by Fig. 5 which shows the
dependence of the cli� latitude on MLT for time
intervals when the Dst-index changed insigni®cantly.
In Fig. 5 we combined the observations made by one
satellite during sequence of passes when the MLT
changed from pass to pass. The data for relatively short
UT intervals have been grouped, and the dependence for
every group is ®tted by straight lines.

As it has been pointed in the Introduction the
question on the relationship between electron and
proton precipitation is important for interpretation of
the precipitation mechanism. We examined the relation-
ship using simultaneous measurements of electrons and
protons by MEPED instrument. It has been found that
precipitation of energetic (>30 keV) protons are always
latitudinally separated from the cli� region. The cli� is
typically equatorward of the low-latitude edge of the
proton precipitation zone. This is illustrated by Fig. 6,
which also shows how the latitudes of the cli� (circles)
and low-latitude edge of proton precipitation (crosses)
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the trapped and precipitating ¯uxes for
the cli�-like events
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Fig. 3a, b. Occurrence of the cli� phenomena at a MLT and b
invariant latitude

Table 1. Summary of data on spatial locations of the cli�s

Data Satellite Orbit UT Invariant
latitude
(deg)

MLT
(h)

1 79/08/13 NOAA-6 671 21.41 55.35 19.75
TIROS-N 4293 21.49 57.68 17.58

2 79/08/13 NOAA-6 672 23.22 55.06 20.39
TIROS-N 4294 23.32 56.60 17.95

3 79/08/14 TIROS-N 4296 03.00 57.77 17.44
NOAA-6 675 03.17 56.28 18.05

4 79/08/21 TIROS-N 4398 07.26 62.10 13.89
NOAA-6 777 07.35 58.63 17.77

5 81/11/22 NOAA-7 2140 02.52 60.39 16.72
NOAA-6 12493 02.54 58.80 17.98

6 81/11/24 NOAA-6 12521 02.06 59.27 18.18
NOAA-7 2168 02.28 59.48 16.73
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depend on Dst (solid and dashed lines, respectively). The
data from 16±20 MLT sector were used in Fig. 6.

The relationship of a geophysical phenomenon to the
magnetic activity is one of the important characteristics
for understanding its nature. In the case of the cli�, 93
events (81.6%) were observed during magnetic storms.
The rest fell into the intervals after small magnetic
disturbances. More detailed consideration of the rela-
tionship between the observations of the cli� and
magnetic disturbances showed that, in fact, the events
were observed during the storm recovery phase. To
illustrate this fact the Dst index is plotted for two
prolonged intervals covering four magnetic storms in
Fig. 7. The black squares mark the times when the cli�
events were detected.

3 Comparison with the other satellite data

In this section we present the result of comparison of the
cli� observations with the data obtained on board the
DE-1 and Aureol-3 satellites.

Firstly, we compared the NOAA satellite energetic
electron measurements with a set of the DE-1 satellite
plasmaspheric ion density pro®les published by Horwitz
et al. (1990a, b) as well as with a few unpublished
pro®les. The pro®les were calculated from the data of
instrument RIMS measuring the cold (< 50 eV) ions on
board the DE-1 satellite. For the most of events in this
set the preceding geomagnetic activity was rather weak,
and no cli�s were observed. In agreement with our
previous ®nding, the cli� was observed during the
magnetic storm of November 7, 1981. Figure 8a (top)
adapted from Fig. 6 of the paper by Horwitz et al.
(1990b) presents latitudinal pro®les of the ion density
and temperature measured at 2026±2053 UT in the 19.7±
20.4 MLT sector. These pro®les can be considered as a
``multiple plateau'' or ``multiple plateau with trough''

according to the classi®cation by Horwitz et al. (1990a).
At the bottom of Fig. 8a the latitudinal pro®le of
energetic electrons is shown. The measurements were
taken at about 2000 UT and 19.33 MLT (close to the
DE-1 measurements). The latitude of the cli� coincides
with the bend of H+ density inside the outer boundary
of the cold plasma, but poleward of sharp inner
gradient.

Another comparison with the DE-1 data was made
for the November 24, 1981 event (Fig. 8b). Unfortu-
nately, for this case the analytical program could not be
used to obtain precise densities from the RIMS data,
even though one can identify density gradients from the
count rate fall o� in the original DE-1/RIMS data
format. (Accurate density values could be obtained only
between 50.7±58.3°, where the H+ density and temper-
ature changed between 102±103 cm)3 and 103±104 K,
respectively). In Fig. 8b the locations of three outer
gradients of cold ions is marked by vertical lines. The
outermost marked feature (1) de®nes the location of the
``LEIT'' (see, e.g., Horwitz et al. 1990a), i.e., the outer
edge of the ``observable'' cold isotropic rammed ions.
The next line (2) indicates the closest sharp density
gradient to the LEIT location. The innermost marked
gradient (3) is the outer edge of the density trough. The
DE-1 measurements were taken at 0250±0300 UT and
18.0±18.2 MLT. Two successive NOAA-6 satellite
passes detected the cli� at about 0207 UT and 0350
UT. For the ®rst pass the cli� was observed close to the
sector of the DE-1 measurements (MLT = 18.13), for
the second pass at 17.66 MLT. Figure 8b shows a rather
good coincidence of latitudes of the cli�, precipitation
bursts, and the DE-1 plasmaspheric ion density gradi-
ents.

The comparison with the Aureol-3 satellite data was
made for the cli� event observed around 08 UT of
November 24, 1981 (Fig. 9). The traces of satellites just
coincided, but the Aureol-3 satellite passed the cli�
region 8 min later than the NOAA satellite. The altitude
of the Aureol-3 satellite was about 1500 km. The
trapped and precipitating energetic electron ¯uxes
registered on board the NOAA satellite are shown in
the bottom panel of the Fig. 9. The cli� and related
burst of precipitation were observed around invariant
latitude 57° and MLT = 21.6. On the middle panel the
plasma frequency determined from the Aureol-3 mea-
surements is shown (see Begin et al., 1982 for descrip-
tion of the instrument on board the satellite). The
plasma frequency relates to the electron density in the
form of foe (MHz) » 9 * N1/2(m)3), so the plasma
frequency variations reproduce those of the electron
density. Remarkable features seen in the electron
density behaviour are the minimum of invariant lati-
tude » 56° and local maximum at invariant lati-
tude » 57.5°. Unfortunately, the Aureol-3 data are not
available at invariant latitude < 55.5°, but undoubted-
ly that equatorward of the density minimum at invari-
ant latitude = 56° the increase corresponding to the
inner plasmasphere must exists. Note, that the density
peak at invariant latitude = 57.5° is not associated
with the auroral particle precipitation. According to the
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low energy (<30 keV) particle measurements on board
both NOAA-6 and Aureol-3 (not shown) the precipi-
tation of auroral particles was observed poleward of
invariant latitude = 60° and produced the density
enhancement inside the auroral zone, which is also
seen in the ®gure. Thus, the electron density variations
in the range of 56±60° invariant latitude correspond to
the ®ne structure of the outer plasmasphere including
the trough and, possibly, detached plasma (e.g. Gre-
bowsky et al., 1974)

From the comparison of the middle and bottom
panels of the Fig. 9 it is seen that the cli� latitude
coincides with a sharp gradient of the plasma density.

On board the Aureol-3 satellite wave measurements
in the frequency range 20±1500 Hz were carried out
(Berthelier et al., 1982). The wave measurements from
orbit 840 showed the presence of typical ELF plasma-
spheric hiss at frequencies higher than 300 Hz. The top
panel of Fig. 9 shows the intensity of the ELF waves
registered by the magnetic antenna in frequency band
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935±1050 Hz. The black solid area represents the
averaged (over period of 0.64 s) wave intensity, and
the dots show the maximal amplitude. These data show
that a strong enhancement of the ELF hiss intensity
occurred between invariant latitudes 57° and 58° near
the latitude of the cli�.

4 Summary and discussion

In di�erent studies various types of energetic electron
precipitation were considered on the basis of such
criteria as: duration of the precipitation bursts, spectral
features, relationship with ions, etc. (Vampola, 1971;
Thorne and Andreoli, 1980; Imhof et al., 1986, 1991,
1992; Nakamura et al., 1995). In this study we have
selected a special class of localized electron precipitation
that occurs simultaneously with a sharp gradient (the
cli�) in the trapped ¯ux. As far as we know, this cli�-like
phenomenon has not been described in previous studies
of the energetic electron precipitation from the inner
magnetosphere.

We determined position of the cli� because the
trapped ¯ux increased by >1.5 times over a latitudinal
scale 0.1±0.2°. The data con®rmed that the greatest
increase or surge of the ¯ux in the cli� was not more
than six fold.

The cli� has been mainly observed near the maximal
trapped ¯ux latitude, and the ¯ux increased polewards.
The cli� and localized precipitation were observed at
energies >30 keV, but were less pronounced and not so
frequent at energies >100 keV and 300 keV.

The main characteristics of these cli�-like precipita-
tions of the energetic electrons which were found in this
study are as follows.

1. The relation of intensities in the precipitating and
trapped ¯uxes was less than 1, although the tendency
towards the isotropy was noted when the maximal Jtr
increases (Fig. 2);

2. A total of 92 events (80.7%) were observed at 16±22
MLT (Fig. 3a);

3. The cli� and related precipitation bursts were ob-
served mainly at the invariant latitudes 60 � 3°
(Fig. 3b);

4. The latitude of the cli� exhibited the tendency to be
smaller for later MLTs (Figs. 4, 5);

5. The cli� events were observed equatorward of the
low-latitudinal edge of the proton precipitation
(Fig. 6);

6. During magnetic storms 93 events (81.6%) were
observed. The rest are found in the intervals after
small magnetic disturbances. More detailed consid-
eration of the relationship between the observations
of the cli� and magnetic disturbances shows that, in
fact, the events are observed during the storm
recovery phase (Fig. 7);

7. A comparison of latitudes of the cli� latitude and the
cold plasma gradients measured at di�erent altitudes
shows that the cli� corresponds to the cold plasma
structures in the outer plasmasphere region (Figs. 8, 9)

8. Low-altitude satellite observations show the intensi-
®cation of the ELF hiss near the cli�.

According to our ®ndings the cli� occurs near the
outer plasmasphere. Indeed, in addition to direct com-
parison with the location of the plasmaspheric cold
plasma gradients in Figs. 8 and 9, it can be noted that
the average latitude of the cli� is just the same as that of
sharp cold plasma gradients obtained from the low-
latitude measurements by the ISEE satellite in the
evening sector (Carpenter and Anderson, 1992). More-
over, the MLT-L dependence of the LEIT (outermost
cold ion gradient) in the evening sector found by
Horwitz et al. (1990a) in the mid-latitude measurements
on board DE-1 shows a similar trend to that shown in
our Figs. 4 and 5. Thus, we conclude that the studied
phenomenon is, likely, related to processes near the cold
plasma gradient.

The known mechanism of the energetic electron
evening-side precipitation proposed in the paper by
Thorne and Kennel (1971) is unable to explain the
observed features of the cli�. In fact this mechanism
was introduced to explain precipitation of mainly
relativistic electrons. As we have noted, in our case
30 keV electrons precipitated more e�ectively than
100 keV electrons. The mechanism suggested by Thorne
and Kennel (1971) should work preferably during the
main phase of the magnetic storm when the injected
protons propagate into the region occupied by the cold
plasmaspheric plasma (see, Fig. 1 of Thorne and Ken-
nel, 1971). In contrast to this prediction our events were
observed mainly during the recovery phase of storms.
Also we have found that proton and cli�-like electron
precipitation are widely spaced in latitude. At the same
time the electron and proton precipitation have to
coincide in the scheme by Thorne and Kennel (1971).
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A self-consistent model for the electron precipitation
due to the cyclotron interaction of energetic electrons in
the region of sharp increase in the cold plasma density
has been suggested by Trakhtengerts et al. (1996) and
Pasmanik et al. (1997). Interaction of the drifting
energetic electrons and cold plasma is expected in the
regions where the drift trajectories meet the boundary of
the relatively large plasma density. According to this
model near the cold plasma density gradient a signi®cant
pitch-angle isotropization of energetic electrons occur,
and the particle ¯ux in and near the loss cone increases
signi®cantly. Precipitating and trapped particles mea-
sured on board a low-altitude satellite, in the equatorial
plane, have pitch angles lying in and just outside the loss
cone, respectively. Thus, at low altitudes, in the region
of the cold plasma density gradient one can expect a
sharp increase in both precipitating and trapped electron
¯uxes (or cli�). The mechanism requires the enhanced
¯ux of the drifting energetic electron; this requirement is
satis®ed during magnetic storms. On the other hand,
during magnetic storms the form of the plasmasphere
changes dramatically, and the detached cold plasma

structures or ``tail-like streamers'' appear in the evening
and afternoon sectors. Figure 10 presents a schematic
view on the cold plasma distribution in the inner
magnetosphere during the magnetic storm recovery
phase (e.g. Kurita and Hayakawa, 1985; Carpenter
et al., 1993) along with drift trajectories of the energetic
electrons and protons injected in the midnight sector.
The plasmapause itself contracts, and the ``tongue'' of
the cold plasma detaches from the plasmasphere and
extends from the night-evening sector to the day side.
Like the detached plasma ``tongue'', the cli� also
appears in the evening sector during the recovery phase
of magnetic storm. The extension of the ``tongue'' to the
day side allows us to explain the increase in the cli�
latitude when MLT decreases.

In Fig. 10 the radial line corresponds to the mapping
of a polar orbiting satellite trajectory to the equatorial
plane. From the scheme it is clear that the pro®le of
plasma density measured along the trajectory should be
similar to that shown in Fig. 8a. Moving from low to
high latitudes (from A to B in the scheme) the satellite
will sequentially detect the inner plasmapause, ``trough''
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detected by the NOAA-6 satellite and gradients of the cold plasma
(marked by vertical lines) registered by the RIMS instrument on board
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or ``multiple plateau'' and the outer edge of the cold
plasma structure. According to the scheme, the cli� is
expected equatorward of the outermost gradient, close
to the outer edge of the density trough.

The fact that the cli�-like phenomenon is regularly
observed to be separated from the proton precipitation
which are at higher latitudes is also explained in this
scheme. Indeed, the westward drifting ions meet the cold
plasma on the opposite side of the ``tongue''. Because
the cyclotron interaction of the ions with the Alfven
waves depends on the background plasma density the

proton precipitation could be expected in this region
(Bespalov et al., 1994).

The model by Trakhtengerts et al. (1996) and the one
developed by Pasmanik et al. (1997) predicts an
enhancement in the intensity of the VLF/ELF waves
near the cold plasma gradient in the equatorial magne-
tosphere. At the same time the existence of the cold
plasma gradient is a favourable condition for the
propagation of the waves along the magnetic ®eld lines
down to low altitudes. Thus, one can expect increased
wave intensity near the cold plasma gradient at low
altitudes as well. The observations on board the Aureol-
3 satellite presented in Fig. 9 showed that the latitude of
the plasmaspheric ELF hiss intensity maximum was
close to that of the plasma density gradient and that of
the cli�. As generally accepted, the ELF hiss is a result
of the cyclotron wave-particle interaction in the equa-
torial magnetosphere. Thus, the Aureol-3 data con®rm
this idea.

The relationship between the cli� and cold plasma
gradient allows us to use low-altitude energetic electron
observations for remote sensing of the cold plasma in
the inner magnetosphere. For example, we can use the
result of simultaneous longitudinally spaced observa-
tions on two satellites (Table 1 and Fig. 4) for ®nding
the spatial location of the cold plasma ``tongue''
boundary. Another possibility is to monitor the dynam-
ics of the boundary in time. This can be illustrated by
Fig. 5 which shows how the boundary shifts to higher
latitudes in the course of the storm recovery phase.
Note, that results of calculations made by Kurita and
Hayakawa (1985) show similar dynamics of the ``ton-
gue'' boundary during storm decay.

The experimental data show that the cli� is observed
for many hours. Thus, the phenomenon can be used for
prolonged monitoring of evolution of the plasmasphere
and detached plasma structures.

5 Conclusion

The speci®c type of energetic (>30 keV) electron
precipitation related to the sharp gradient of the trapped
¯ux is selected on the basis of data from low-altitude
satellites. Characteristics of these precipitation type are
investigated, and an agreement has been found between
the mechanism of the cyclotron interaction of energetic
electrons and the region of sharp enhancement of the
cold plasmaspheric plasma density. The increase in the
trapped (at the altitude of the satellite) ¯ux is due to
isotropization of the pitch angle distribution function
near the cold plasma density gradient. Observations of
this type of precipitation on board the low-altitude
satellites could be used as a diagnostic tool to monitor
the location and dynamics of the detached plasmaspher-
ic plasma during magnetic storms.

It is necessary to note that comparison with the cold
plasma and wave measurements has been made only for
a few particular events. At the same time those
measurements are important for identi®cation of the
precipitation mechanism. A statistical study of the
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relationship between the cli� and the cold plasma and
waves should be undertaken in future.
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